Madame the High Representative of the European Union, Federica Mogherini
Mr Robert Jan Smits - Director-General for Research and Innovation
We address you regarding Israeli participation within the new Horizon 2020 program.
We appreciate the EU guidelines to regulate the eligibility of Israeli entities for funding schemes
and financial instruments of the EU1 and believe they are an important step in the right direction.
These guidelines show that the EU recognizes its political responsibility and obligation to respect
international law when it awards funds, grants or prizes to Israeli entities. However, Palestinian civil
society has raised concerns that these guidelines may not be sufficient or not be correctly
interpreted in order to effectively ensure EU money is not being awarded in forms that aid and
assist serious Israeli breaches of peremptory norms of international law 2.
In a joint letter, Palestinian civil society organizations have brought to our attention a report
released by Stop the Wall detailing financial assistance to Elbit Systems and other Israeli military
and security companies involved in Israeli violations of international law 3.
Elbit Systems is one of Israel’s biggest military companies and a major producer of drones,
weapons and other technology that is a key part of Israel’s military apparatus. Funding
technological development and research to Elbit Systems or any similar company would at the very
least infringe the EU’s policy against the funding of dual use projects.
Beyond this, Elbit’s technologies have been developed during the course of Israel’s military actions
that have been severely condemned by EU member states and provoked mass mobilizations
throughout Europe4.
In 2014 over 60,000 people including Nobel Laureates, artists and public intellectuals issued a letter
calling for an immediate military embargo on Israel. The letter underlines that “Israel’s ability to
launch such devastating attacks with impunity largely stems from the vast international military
cooperation and trade that it maintains with complicit governments across the world." 5 We cannot
accept that the public money of our constituents, many of whom may hold similar views, will be
used for such purposes.
Elbit Systems furthermore participates with the construction of Israel’s Wall, which was ruled
illegal by the International Court of Justice in 2004. Subsidiaries Elbit Electro-Optics (El-Op) and
Elbit Security Systems supplied and incorporated ‘LORROS’ surveillance cameras in the Ariel
settlement section as well as around Ar Ram, in East Jerusalem. For this reason, various pension
funds and financial institutions within the European Union have already divested from the
company6 and the UN Special rapporteur on the Occupied Palestinian Territories in 2012 has called
for the company to be boycotted7.
The European Union has repeatedly condemned Israeli settlements and policies in Area C. It
therefore seems in clear contradiction to established EU policies to award funds for research and
development to any Israeli company involved in the settlements or the Wall and that may use its
technology to further these policies or improves technologies developed for these purposes.
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Funding for projects that include Israeli corporations involved in the ‘homeland security’
framework of the settlements risks undermining the guidance to private business issued by more
than 20 member states that warn against economic ties that benefit the settlements by instead
actively encouraging and financing such cooperation.
Public opinion is dramatically shifting towards an ever stronger call for accountability and against
cooperation with companies involved in Israel’s violations of international law and for a military
embargo. During the last funding cycle FP7, civil society has targeted a series of projects with
Israeli companies involved in the Wall and the settlements 8. We believe these growing concerns
need to be taken into due consideration.
We believe it is our duty to ensure public money is spent on projects that promote the values and
principles of the European Union and respect its general commitment to upholding and promoting
international law, as set out in the Treaty of the European Union.
We remind the EU that it is obliged to act in conformity with the Horizon 2020 Participation
Regulation, which specifies that actions financed under H2020 “should be in conformity with any
legal obligation including international law”, as well as with Article 3 (5) of the Lisbon Treaty,
which specifies that the Union shall contribute, among others, to peace, security, solidarity and
mutual respect among peoples and the protection of human rights as well as to the strict observance
and the development of international law, including respect for the principles of the United Nations
Charter.
On February 9, the Israeli R&D Directorate for the European Research Area (ISERD) published a
document announcing that the EU had already approved 162 projects with Israeli participation
within the Horizon 2020 research cycle with a total value of €452.3m 9. A number of these projects
are in the field of space and other sectors such as homeland security and dual use technology. The
evaluation process of the new Horizon Space program is starting in April. Other evaluation
processes appear to be already ongoing.
We therefore ask you to take these arguments into due consideration and ensure that EU funding is
accountable to the demands of EU citizens, does not contradict established EU policies, effectively
complies with the EU obligation to respect and promote respect for international law and promotes
peace, solidarity and the respect of human rights.

Yours Sincerely,
1 Martina Anderson MEP (Ireland, GUE/NGL)
2 Lynn Boylan MEP (Ireland, GUE/NGL)
3 Liadh Ní Ríada MEP (Ireland, GUE/NGL)
4 Matt Carthy MEP (Ireland, GUE/NGL)
5 Luke Ming Flanagan MEP (Ireland, GUE/NGL)
6 Marisa Matias MEP (Portugal, GUE/NGL)
7 Malin Björk MEP (Sweden, GUE/NGL)
8 Josu Juaristi MEP (Basque, GUE/NGL)
9 Eleonora Forenza MEP (Italy, GUE/NGL)
10 Paloma Lopez MEP (Spain, GUE/NGL)
11 Neoklis Sylikiotis MEP (Cyprus, GUE/NGL)
12 Tania Gonzalez Peñas MEP (Spain, GUE/NGL)
13 Sofia Sakorafa MEP (Greece, GUE/NGL)
14 Keith Taylor MEP (UK, Greens/EFA)
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15 Patrick Le Hyaric MEP (France, GUE/NGL)
16 Norbert Neuser MEP (Germany, S&D)
17 Georges Bach MEP (Luxembourg, EPP)
18 Marie Christine Vergiat MEP ( France, GUE/NGL)
19.Stelios Kouloglou MEP (Greece, GUE/NGL)
20 Bart Staes MEP (Belgium, Greens/EFA)
21 Judith Sargentini MEP ( Netherlands, Greens/EFA)
22 Jordi Sebastia MEP ( Spain, Greens/EFA)
23 Merja Kyllonen MEP (Finland, GUE/NGL)
24 Josep-Maria Terricabras MEP ( Spain, Greens/EFA)
25 Javier Nart MEP (Spain, ALDE)
26 Julie Ward MEP (UK, S&D)
27 Angela Vallina de La Noval MEP (Spain, GUE/NGL)
28 Anne-Marie Mineur MEP (Netherlands, GUE/NGL)
29 Younous Omarjee MEP (France, GUE/NGL)
30 Eugen Freund MEP (Austria, S&D)
31Ana Maria Gomes MEP (Portugal, S&D)
32 Sylvia-Yvonne Kaufmann MEP (Germany, S&D)
33 Tanja Fajon MEP (Slovenia, S&D)
34 Philippe Lamberts MEP (Belgium, Greens/EFA)
35 Maria Arena MEP (Belgium, S&D)
36 Sirpa Pietikainen MEP (Finland, EPP)
37 Dennis De Jong MEP (Netherlands, GUE/NGL)
38 Mady Delvaux Stehres MEP (Luxembourg, S&D)
39 Claude Turmes MEP (Luxembourg, Greens/EFA)
40 Marian Harkin MEP (Ireland, ALDE)
41 Sergio Gaetano Cofferati MEP(Italy, S&D)
42 Merja Kyllonen MEP (Finland, GUE/NGL)
43 Marina Albiol Guzman MEP (Spain, GUE/NGL)
44 Igor Soltes MEP (Slovenia, Greens/EFA)
45 Ivo Vajgl MEP (Slovenia, ALDE)
46 Sebastia Jordi MEP (Spain, Greens/EFA)
47 Estefania Torres Martinez MEP (Spain, GUE/NGL)
48 Molly Scott Cato MEP (UK, Greens/EFA)
49 Ernest Urtasun MEP (Spain, Greens/EFA)
50 Alyn Smith MEP (UK, Greens/EFA)
51.Rina Ronja Kair MEP (Denmark, GUE/NGL)
52.Izaskun Bilbao Barandica MEP (Spain, ALDE)
53.Pascal Durand MEP (France, Greens/EFA)
54.Alfred Sant MEP (Malta, S&D)
55.Liliana Rodrigues MEP (Spain, S&D)
56.Karima Delli MEP (France, Greens/EFA)
57.Yannick Yadot MEP (France, Greens/EFA)
58.Margrete Auken MEP (Denmark, Greens/EFA)
59.Jean Lambert MEP (UK, Greens/EFA)
60.Ricardo Serrao Santos MEP (Portugal, S&D)
61.Bodil Valero MEP (Sweden, Greens/EFA)
62.Fabio De Masi MEP (Germany, GUE/NGL)
63.Eva Joly MEP (France, Greens/EFA)
64.Karin Kadenbach MEP (Austria, S&D)
65.Josef Weidenholzer MEP (Austria, S&D)
66.Michelé Rivasi MEP (France, Greens/EFA)
67.José Bové MEP (France, Greens/EFA)
68.Jill Evans MEP (UK, Greens/EFA)
69.Nessa Childers MEP (Ireland, S&D)
70.Curzio Maltese MEP (Italy, GUE/NGL)
71.Evelyn Regner MEP (Austria, S&D)

72.Barbara Spinelli MEP (Italy, GUE/NGL)
73.Lidia Senra Rodriguez MEP (Galicia, GUE/NGL)

